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Introduction

An overview of the current state of financing of new and second-hand tonnage following
the retreat of the traditional shipping banks and the legal and accounting issues
involved. An important legal and practical update for anyone whose practice touches
this complex and busy area of work.

PART A
Accounting for Shipping Leases

Jamie Tomlin

PART B
Remedies on Cancellation of Shipbuilding Contracts

Nicholas Vineall QC

PART C
Refund Guarantees: practical issues and some golden rules to safeguard the

buyer’s security
William Cecil
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PART A

Accounting for Shipping Leases

Jamie Tomlin



ACCOUNTING FOR SHIPPING LEASES

Jamie Tomlin

► Why IFRS 16 matters

► Comparison of accounting in shipping pre and post IFRS 16

► (Short) explanation of the mechanics

► Challenges applying the standard

► Business impact/response

ACCOUNTING FOR LEASES – OUTLINE
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► 2 Exposure drafts

► 1,700 comments letters

► % Listed companies who disclose off-balance sheet leases

– 62% North America

– 47% Europe

► US$ 2.86 trillion (estimated total payments global listed companies)

► US$ 2.18 trillion (estimated present value of above)

ACCOUNTING FOR LEASES – SOME NUMBERS

Capital

► Value of world fleet on water + orderbook = $985bn

► Funding from Chinese leasing 7% 

(source Clarksons, Tufton)

Operations

► Time charter and bareboats, both important in shipping operations

ACCOUNTING FOR SHIPPING LEASES – SOME NUMBERS
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► Disclosure is not enough!

► Incomplete presentation of:

– Assets controlled and used

– Lease payments that economically cannot be avoided

► Accounting out of alignment with investors

► Investors adjust using “rule of thumb”

► Uninformed assessment of impact due to information asymmetry

► Non-GAAP disclosures of impact lack robustness

► Pre-IFRS 16 – Lack of comparability

► Post-IFRS 16 – improved information, comparability and decision making

ACCOUNTING FOR SHIPPING LEASES – WHY IFRS 16?

► “The new requirements in IFRS 16…will have a material impact on the amounts 

recognised in the consolidated financial statements.” (AP Moller Maersk annual report 

2018)

► “The standard has no economic impact on the Group. It has no effect on how the 

business is run, nor on cash flows for the Group.” (Tesco plc Feb 2019)

ACCOUNTING FOR SHIPPING LEASES – REALLY AN ISSUE?
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► Voyage charters – service agreement

► Recognise expense for service received

► Time charters where substantially all of risks and rewards remain with the owner of the 

vessel – operating lease

– Charterer (Lessee)

– Recognise expense as time passes

– No asset or liability

– (Limited) Disclosure only of commitment

– Owner (Lessor)

– Recognise income as time passes

– Retains asset on Balance Sheet

ACCOUNTING FOR SHIPPING LEASES – PRE IFRS 16

► Time charters where substantially all of risks and rewards are transferred to the 

charterer – finance lease

– Charterer (Lessee)

– Recognise vessel on balance sheet

– Recognise liability for lease payments

– Deprecation expense (straight line?)

– Interest expense (effective interest rate)

– Owner (Lessor)

– “Disposal” of asset

– Receivable for present value of payments due

– Interest income 

► Note: This is an example of substance over form

ACCOUNTING FOR SHIPPING LEASES – PRE IFRS 16
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► Voyage charters – service agreement

– No change

– Recognise expense for service received

► Time charters 

– Charterer (Lessee)  (ie all as finance lease pre IFRS 16)

– Recognise vessel on balance sheet

– Recognise liability for lease payments

– Deprecation expense (straight line?)

– Interest expense (effective interest rate)

– Extensive disclosures

– Some limited exemptions (short leases, low value leases)

ACCOUNTING FOR SHIPPING LEASES – IFRS 16

► Time charters 

– Owner (Lessor)

– Retain finance lease vs operating lease assessment

– Accounting as pre-IFRS 16

– But

– More disclosure

– More assessments for back to back arrangements

ACCOUNTING FOR SHIPPING LEASES – IFRS 16
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► Same total charge over the life of the lease, but different:

– Classification 

– Different profit effect phasing – with front end loading (but watch the USA!)

► “Mismatch” when comparing lessee accounts with lessor accounts

ACCOUNTING FOR SHIPPING LEASES – IFRS 16

ACCOUNTING FOR SHIPPING LEASES – IFRS 16
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ACCOUNTING FOR SHIPPING LEASES – IFRS 16

INITIAL RECOGNITION AND MEASUREMENT

Right of Use Asset (ROUA)

Initial lease liability

Prepaid lease payments

Incentives received

Initial direct costs

Dismantling / removal costs

Lease Liability

Fixed payments

Lease incentives receivable

Variable payments linked to index / 

rate 

Residual value guarantees

Exercise price of reasonably certain purchase 

options

Lease termination penalties

All discounted at: rate implicit in lease, 

or lessees incremental borrowing rate
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► Lease term

– Options to extend

– Options to cancel

► Residual value guarantees

► Discount rate

► Separation of lease from non-lease components

CHALLENGES APPLYING THE IFRS

► Assess if a sale

► If yes

– Recognise right of use asset for leaseback (and lease liability)

– Recognise gain or loss for rights transferred to buyer

► If no

– “Seller” continues to recognise asset

– Recognise a financial liability equal to the transfer proceeds

► Impact?

– Lower gains on sale and leaseback

– Less attractive?

– But same cash flows!!!!

SALE AND LEASEBACK
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► Gearing – Increases due to increase in liabilities

► Current ration – decrease due to increase in current liabilities

► EBITDA – Increase due to exclusion of interest and depreciation

► EBIT – increase due to exclusion of interest

► Interest cover – depends – EBITDA  and EBIT will increase, but so will the interest charge

► Profit before (or after) tax- depends – same overall but timing or phasing differences

► EPS – as per profits

► Operating cash flows – increase due to loan element of payments becoming finance

► Net cash flows – No change

All users of financial statements will need to recalibrate their interpretation 

of financial metrics

KEY FINANCIAL METRICS

► Lease vs buy decisions

► Broader financing decisions

► Covenant compliance

► Dividend polices

► Profit linked remuneration 

► Lease negotiations – build in greater flexibility?

– Shorter terms?

– Options?

– Variable payments? (eg turnover driven?)

Accounting impact could change, but need to change the economics! Will both parties agree 

to this?

BROADER BUSINESS IMPACTS
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ACCOUNTING FOR SHIPPING LEASES

Jamie Tomlin
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Remedies on Cancellation of Shipbuilding Contracts

Nicholas Vineall QC
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REMEDIES ON CANCELLATION 
OF SHIBBUILDING CONTRACTS

Nick Vineall QC

4 Pump Court

Shape of a SBC

Simple contracts – almost crude

Buyer’s obligations limited in number:

▪ To pay the purchase price on delivery

▪ To pay instalments of the purchase price, each by 
way of an advance against the final purchase price

A sale of goods contract: title passes only on delivery

But seems much more like a building contract

Total failure of consideration if terminated before 
delivery?
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The commonest type of termination:

Delivery date, plus short grace period, plus long LADs period, 

then drop-dead date.

No tender before drop dead, or tender before drop-dead date but 

Vessel not in conforming state when tendered.

And Buyer cancels

Almost always – in practice – when Buyer made a bad bargain

A typical scenario

Contract price $25m

Buyer has paid $15m so far

Final instalment of $10m payable on delivery

Vessel would be worth only $20m on delivery

So Buyer doesn’t want it

Yard late

Buyer cancels
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The fundamental asymmetry

In the period leading up to delivery:

Yard has the (almost complete) vessel

Yard has (or did have – has in fact spent) the Buyer’s 
instalments

The Buyer has advanced the instalments and has 
nothing in return

Hence Refund Guarantees

Two critical protections for Buyers

1. Contractual regime for return of instalments on valid 
Buyer cancellation

2. Bank guarantees backing that right
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The three interested parties

Yard Buyer and Yard’s bank

But three separate contracts:

▪ The SBC between Yard and Buyer

▪ The Refund guarantees between Yard’s Bank and 
Buyer (but terms appended to SBC)

▪ Whatever contractual arrangements exist as between 
the Yard and its bank

The two basic types of termination

Under express contractual terms as to termination

At common law

(and as we know damages claims at common law are a 
sum of money to put the innocent party in the position they 
would have been in had the contract been performed – rule 
in Robinson v Harman)
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The interplay between common law and contractual 

termination

▪ specific termination provisions will not be taken to exclude common law termination unless

the contract very clearly says so;

▪ where both are available, a party can generally elect to exercise both rights at the same time;

▪ if exercising one of the rights is inconsistent with exercising the other (because the

consequences of their exercise conflict) terminating party must elect between them and

communicate choice;

▪ where the consequences of contractual and CL termination are identical, it is not necessary to

specify which right is being exercised in order to bring about an effective termination. But in

cases where the consequences of exercising the two rights are different, but not inconsistent,

it is necessary to make it clear which right is being exercised or that both rights are being

exercised; otherwise there will not be the certainty required for an effective termination.

See per Leggatt J Newland Shipping v Toba Trading 2014 EWHC 561 #49

Two traps with termination

No 1 - Do not fall into the trap of terminating only on one
basis when you ought to have used both.

Phones 4 U v EE Limited 2018 EWHC 49 (Comm) Andrew
Baker J

Result was loss of bargain damages claim lost

No 2 …. – next talk – relates to RGs
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Buyers’ claims for supervision costs

$15m of $25m advanced; and $1m spent on supervision 
costs.  Vessel worth $20m on delivery. Buyer validly 
cancels.

Issue: can Buyer recover $1m wasted supervision costs?

Typical SBC would give no express contractual right. 

Two problems

Problem 1:

▪ Cannot combine claim with claim for RGs

Supervision costs – problem 1

Claim must be CL claim for damages

Can it be combined with instalment reclaim?

Repayment of instalments only possible as express 
contractual remedy

Because at common law you wouldn’t necessarily get 
your instalments back
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Supervision costs – problem 2

Remember this is a bad bargain case

And this is claim for a so-called reliance loss

Anglia TV v Reed 1972 1 QB 60

“It is true that, if the defendant had never entered into 
the contract, he would not be liable, and the expenditure 
would have been incurred by the plaintiff without 
redress; but, the defendant having made his contract 
and broken it, it does not lie in his mouth to say he is not 
liable, when it was because of his breach that the 
expenditure has been wasted.”

Supervision costs – problem 2/cont

See now Teare J in Omar Maritime v Mamola Challenger 
2010 EWHC 2026 (Comm)

Long term time charter agreed.  Owner adds crane to 
OSV in expectation of charter starting. Charterer does 
not take vessel so Owner cancels. Recharters at much 
better rate.

So no loss overall

But claims wasted costs installing the crane
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Supervision costs – problem 2/cont

Held:

Reliance and expectation loss all really the same

Rule in Robinson v Harman applies to both

So here because the termination caused Owners no loss, 
Owners cannot have any damages.

Supervision costs – problem 2/cont

So in our scenario

The contract was loss making

Buyers would have incurred supervision costs if contract 
performed – and would not have recovered them

So no claim lies

Consider even an in-the-money contract and a common 
law claim for expectation loss – Buyer would not recover 
own costs of performing on top of difference between 
contract price and value
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VALID TERMINATION BY YARD (briefly)

Often causes o/s instalments to fall due

Usually have express accounting provisions

Would expect that Yard is put in position had contract 
been performed

That might well mean money going back to Buyer 
(because Yard has spent Buyer’s money building 
some/most of a ship)

Typically: a regime in which Yard must bring into account 
ultimate sale costs and Buyer gets instalments back as 
far as possible.

Snags and problems

What if the contractual regime is not triggered?  Ie it is 
not a Yard cancellation under express contract term but 
Yard accepting wrongful termination by Buyer. Be careful 
(as Buyer) to check you have express protection. 

What if the duty to account only arises on an actual sale 
of the vessel?
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Nick Vineall QC

4 Pump Court

Temple London EC4

nvineall@4pumpcourt.com
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4 Pump Court  Temple  London  EC4Y 7AN 

Tel +44 (0)207 842 5555   Fax +44 (0)207 583 2036 

DX 303 LDE www.4pumpcourt.com 

NICK VINEALL QC 

Year of call 1988 

Queen’s Counsel 2006 

nvineall@4pumpcourt.com 

Nick Vineall QC www.4pumpcourt.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Barrister, Arbitration Counsel, and Arbitrator 
 
Qualifications 
 
Dip Law (City) 
MA (Pittsburgh) History and Philosophy of Science (Harkness Fellow) 
MA (Cambridge) Natural Sciences 
 
LMAA Supporting member; LCIA member; panel arbitrator for CMAC and KLRCA 
 
Bencher of Middle Temple 
 
Deputy High Court Judge authorised to sit in Commercial Court and TCC 
 
 
Recommendations 
 
Nick is recommended in the directories as a leading silk in construction, shipping & commodities, energy & 
natural resources, and financial services.  
 
Shipbuilding, Shipping, Offshore Construction, Engineering and Energy 
  
Nick Vineall’s practice in this area focuses on shipbuilding and engineering-heavy contracts, and in particular 
offshore construction projects, and covers both commercially focused and technically focused disputes.  His 
scientific background strengthens his grasp of technical construction issues and he enjoys working with (and 
cross-examining) expert witnesses.  
 
Much of his work is in international arbitration.  
 
Nick led the ship builder’s team in the lengthy quantum disputes in the LMAA Solitaire arbitration. He has 
acted against the Brazilian state oil company Petrobras in commercial court claims arising from a series of 
major offshore drill rig, FSO and FPSO construction projects, P38, P40 and P36.    
 
These very substantial offshore projects raise the whole range of issues commonly litigated in construction 
disputes, from contractual interpretation (often as to precise scope of work) through engineering and design 
issues, scheduling, valuation, variations, delay and disruption, and liability for defective work, to quantum 
issues including LDs, consequential losses, and measurement and costing of rework. 
 
Many of Nick’s shipbuilding cases have raised issues in relation to the enforceability of refund guarantees. 
 
Ongoing and recent cases include: 
 

• Many arbitrations acting for and against shipyards concerning disputed cancellations of shipbuilding 
contracts – a wide range of vessels including bulk carriers, chemical tankers, oil tankers, container 
vessels and ferries 
 

• Damages claim against vessel managers for catfines damage to main engines 
 

• Advice on off-spec product claim concerning Nigerian FPSO. 
 

• Acting for a North Sea drilling contractor on two UK Commercial Court claims arising under CRINE 
conditions from rig breakdowns and consequential loss claims. 

• Acting in a dispute arising from subsea piling for a drilling services platform in the Caspian Sea. 
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• ICC arbitration for Chinese clients concerning turnkey contract for terminal offloading facilities. 
 

• LCIA arbitration concerning $30million claim arising from a share sale agreement relating to interests 
in a mega-yacht. 
 

• A loss and expense claim arising from the breakdown of a North Sea drill rig. 
 

• P36 London Commercial Court upgrade claim: P36 was the world’s largest semi-submersible 
production platform, built for Petrobras, the Brazilian state oil company. The $150m claim concerned 
the increased costs of a major change in the specification for the rig upgrade. The case had two trips 
to the Court of Appeal. 

 

• Acting in an ICC arbitration for an Italian contractor resisting Pakistani client’s claim arising under a 
design and build contract for a sugar molasses alcohol distillation plant.  

 

• Uncitral Arbitration concerning delays to pipe lay on a development in the Bonga oil field offshore 
Nigeria and the development of new ultrasonic testing techniques for pipe welds.  

 

• Acting for a national oil company in a $35m Uncitral arbitration of offshore installation dispute in 
Turkmenistan. 

 
 
Other experience includes: 
 

• The Solitaire: major LMAA arbitration concerning the conversion of a bulk carrier into the world’s 
largest dynamically positioned pipelaying vessel; highly complex £300m claim. 

 

• Stay to arbitration of a claim under Turkish law in a dispute concerning construction of temporary 
accommodation in Iraq.   

 

• P38/P40: Acting for upgrade contractors/project managers in connection with post-completion 
disputes on the conversion of a tanker to an FPSO and construction of an FSO. 

 

• Defective harbour wall construction; claim on contractors’ all risks policy declined on basis there was 
no damage within meaning of policy.  

 

• ICC arbitration concerning the construction of power plants. Issues included loss and expense and 
delay and disruption, and the meeting of power output and emissions targets. 

 
 
Technical expertise 
 
Nick Vineall’s technical experience includes design and construction aspects of all the major ship-building 
and offshore construction disciplines including naval architecture, planning and programming.  
 
 
Arbitration Appointments 
 
Nick accepts arbitration appointments and has arbitrated under LMAA ICC HKIAC and LCIA rules, and has 
been appointed to carry out expert determinations. 
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Selected Cases 
 
Manchester Shipping v Balfour Worldwide [2019] EWHC 194 (Comm) contested application to discharge 
freezing order  
 
Punjab National Bank v Srinivasan [2019] EWHC 89 (ChD), Jurisdiction, Forum non conveniens; Service out  
 
RBRG Trading (UK) Ltd v Sinocore International Co Ltd CA [2018] EWCA Civ 838; [2018] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 
133; Enforceability of CIETAC arbitration award, whether fraud by Claimant prevented enforcement of award 
in English courts 

CGL Group Ltd v Royal Bank of Scotland Plc  [2017] EWCA Civ 1073; [2018] 1 W.L.R. 2137: Assumption of 

responsibility; Banks; Duty of care; Economic loss; Financial Conduct Authority; Foreseeability; Interest rate 

hedges; Limitations; Misselling; Proximity; Reviews.  

BV Scheepswerf Damen Gorinchem v Marine Institute [2015] EWHC 1810 (Comm); [2015] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 
351; Year’s delay in producing arbitration award; Serious irregularity; Shipping contracts 
 
Sun United Maritime v Kasteli Maritime (“The Imme”) [2014] EWHC 1476 (Comm); [2015] 1 WLR 1527; 
[2014] 2 Lloyd’s Rep (scope and meaning of “substantive jurisdiction” within section 67 of the Arbitration Act 
1996)  

Canada Inc (formerly Swift Trade) v FCA [2013] EWCA Civ 1662; [2014] Lloyd’s Rep FC 207 (contracts for 

differences; market abuse under FSMA; conflicts of laws) 

Bank Mellat v HM Treasury [2013] UKSC 39; [2013] 3 WLR 179 (financial restrictions imposed on Iranian 

Bank, whether lawful; proportionality; reasons) 

FSA v Sinaloa Gold 2013 UKSC 11 (whether FSA obliged to give cross undertaking in damages to third 
parties on grant of freezing orders) 

Packman Lucas v Mentmore Towers [2010] BLR 465 (Enforcement of charging orders over real property 

where sum charged is modest in relation to value of property) 

Petromec v Petrobras (CA) [2008] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 305, 115 Con LR 11 (interpretation of oil rig upgrade 

contract, pleading of global claims) 

HSBC Bank plc v 5th Avenue Partners (Commercial Court) [2008] 2 CLC 770, [2009] Lloyds Law Rep FC 

261 (bankers duties, fraud, deceit, knowing assistance) 

Petromec v Petrobras (Commercial Court) [2007] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 629 (deceit, misrepresentation) 

Prekons Insaat v Rowlands Castle (Commercial Court) [2007] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 98 (arbitration agreements, set 

off, stay of proceedings, foreign law) 
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Refund Guarantees: practical issues and 

some golden rules to safeguard the buyer’s 

security

William Cecil

Haynes and Boone CDG, LLP 

14 March 2019

© 2018 Haynes and Boone CDG, LLP

The Refund Guarantee  

➢ Provides security for the predelivery instalments of the contract price

➢ Normally payable within a specified period of a demand by buyer

➢ Payment obligation normally deferred if the builder commences an arbitration
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➢ Rule in Holme v Brunskill

o  Guarantor is relieved of liability in case of a material variation of the 

underlying contract (i.e. the shipbuilding contract) which could prejudice him 

and to which he has not consented 

© 2018 Haynes and Boone CDG, LLP

Wuhan Guoyu Logistics Group Co Ltd v Emporiki Bank 

of Greece SA [2012] EWCA Civ 1629

“The only assistance which the court can give in practice is to say that, whilst everything 

must in the end depend on the words actually used by the parties, there is nevertheless 

a presumption that, if certain elements are present in the documents, the document will 

be construed in one way or the other.”

The Paget test

"Where an instrument:

(i) relates to an underlying transaction between the parties in different jurisdictions, 

(ii) is issued by a bank, 

(iii) contains an undertaking to pay "on demand" (with or without the words "first" and/or 

"written") and

(iv) does not contain clauses excluding or limiting the defences available to a guarantor, 

it will almost always be construed as a demand guarantee.

…

The words "will almost always be" amount to a presumption…”
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Negotiating the Refund Guarantee

➢ Comply with the Paget Test

➢ Keep the RG short and simple

➢ Check provisions and wording in RG and SBC are consistent

➢ Avoid fixed expiry dates

➢ Avoid expiry dates after the issuance of an arbitration award

➢ Consider whether may need right of assignment

➢ Avoid complicated procedures for making a demand

© 2018 Haynes and Boone CDG, LLP

Protecting the Refund Guarantee during the project

➢ Make sure the party to the SBC and the RG is always the same

➢ Be particularly careful of novation of SBC

➢ Always consider the RG before amending the SBC

➢ Always consider the RG before agreeing to extensions of time

➢ If negotiating with the builder and in any doubt, push for confirmation from 

bank or new RG
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Terminating the SBC

➢ Always check the RG before terminating

o Same buying entity?

o Expiry date?

o Does the RG only cover contractual termination?

o Is there a risk that the RG may have been discharged?

o Does the RG require a prior demand for a refund from the Builder?

o Draft termination notice with requirements of the RG in mind 

© 2018 Haynes and Boone CDG, LLP

Making a demand on the RG

➢ Is any consent required to make a demand?

➢ Comply with requirements of RG

➢ If a fixed expiry date:

o allow time for slips

o Ideally allow time for Bank to respond before expiry date

7
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Arbitration

➢ Ensure that the award satisfies requirements of the RG and so will trigger 

payment

➢ Check any time limit for making demand after award
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THE CHAIRMAN

THE HONOURABLE MRS JUSTICE COCKERILL DBE

Mrs Justice Cockerill was called to the Bar in 1990 (Lincoln’s Inn) and
appointed Queen’s Counsel in 2011. She practiced at the Commercial Bar
from 1991 to 2017 as a member of Essex Court Chambers, gaining wide
experience in international commercial law in a variety of courts and
arbitration tribunals. Her specialisms at the Bar included the range of
disputes which arise from shipping and international trading transactions,
insurance and reinsurance claims, conflicts of law and compelled
evidence in civil proceedings. She is the author of “Compelled Evidence
in Civil Proceedings” (2012 OUP). Mrs Justice Cockerill was appointed as
a Deputy High Court Judge in 2015 and as a High Court Judge in
November 2017. She was assigned to the Queen’s Bench Division and is
a nominated Judge of the Commercial Court.
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THE SPEAKERS

JAMIE TOMLIN

Jamie Tomlin is an associate director in the technical services group of
BDO LLP. Jamie joined BDO following the recent merger with Moore
Stephens, were he had been advising on technical matters for over ten
years. In addition to advising clients on accounting, including the
implementation of new standards, Jamie has spoken at public events for
the shipping industry on accounting developments. Jamie is chair of the
technical committee of the London Society of Chartered Accountants, and
a regular contributor to the society’s monthly publication London
Accountant.
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WILLIAM CECIL

William Cecil is head of the dispute resolution team in the London office
of Haynes and Boone CDG, LLP, which was formerly Curtis Davis Garrard
LLP. His practice involves litigation and arbitration for clients in the
shipping, and offshore oil and gas and energy industries. The majority of
his practice relates to projects for the construction of conventional ships
and offshore units. Together with Simon Curtis and Ian Gaunt, he is
currently working on the 5th Edition of the ‘Law of Shipbuilding
Contracts’ which is due to be published in December 2019.
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